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Adobe Suite/Gmetrix
Adobe Creative Suite 5 Design Premium combines Photoshop CS5 Extended, Illustrator
CS5, InDesign CS5, Flash Catalyst CS5, Flash Professional
AdobeProX
family of application software and Web services developed by Adobe Systems to view,
create, manipulate, print and manage files in Portable Document Format (PDF)
AgNet
Ag News & Commodities

Alice Keeler Open Side by Side
opens Chrome windows in split screen view. Could allow more efficient researching and
writing. Designed to be used for Google Classroom to allow faster feedback and grading
from teacher.
Amazon Storywriter
Write stories in screenplay format. Save stories in multiple formats.

Beef Quality Assurance
input
Bench Mark Education
print and digital solutions feature content-rich leveled texts in English and Spanish;
explicit instruction in close reading and analysis, genre, and cross-text study; and a wide
array of differentiated resources that enable educators to target literacy intervention
Bend Tec
Software for bender machines
Boardmaker
Boardmaker is a trusted tool for parents, teachers, and therapists to create symbol
adapted accessible curriculum materials for students – regardless of their abilities
Chatter pics
Chatterkid is an app that allows you to add a mouth and voice to any picture. It limits
the recording to 30 seconds, forcing students to be concise and think about their words!
chatterkid
Chatterkid is an app that allows you to add a mouth and voice to any picture. It limits
the recording to 30 seconds, forcing students to be concise and think about their words!
Chatterkid is an app that allows you to add a mouth and voice to any picture. It limits
the recording to 30 seconds, forcing students to be concise and think about their words!
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Class Flow
teachers can build and access interactive lessons from any web browser, share lessons
with other peers and collaborate using the latest mobile and student response
technology - From Promethean
Classroom Organizer
Booksource Classroom Organizer is a free web-based program that helps you organize
and inventory your classroom library, find the right leveled literature and assess student
development
ClipChamp
This will allow students to record, convert, and compress video using their Chromebook.
Cloud QRcode Barcode Scann
Scans QR codes quickly (downside: camera shows mirror image)
Crafty Level
opens Chrome windows in split screen view. Could allow more efficient researching and
writing. Designed to be used for Google Classroom to allow faster feedback and grading
from teacher.
Crafty Rights
Allows default Google image search with no copyright restrictions
Crafty Text
Allows a textbox to lay over any webpage to type in quick announcements to students
while computer is hooked up to projector. One click removes the text box.

Desmos Online Graphing Calc
Free Online Graphing Calculator that does every thing that $100 calculators do for free.
Desmos Test App
A test mode for the online graphing calculator that restrict some features that make it
more appropriate for test.
Doodle Buddy
Doodle Buddy is the most fun you can have with your finger! Paint, draw, scribble,
stamp and sketch. Finger paint with tons of colors, poke the screen to drop in playful
stamps (with adorable, funny sounds) and draw on provided backgrounds or even
pictures from your Photos
DuoLingo
Students can use DuoLingo to practice/learn a second language, and teachers can track
their progress

Easy Accents
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To add accents in foreign languages.
Edcite
This app is used to assess student's learning following instruction. It offers a wide range
of options to use in the process, provides students with instant feedback, simple to use,
and allows the teacher to use instructional materials that relate to inst

Edmodo
"Facebook-like website for classrooms. Edmodo is an educational website that takes
the ideas of a social network and refines themand makes it appropriate for a
classroom. Using Edmodo, students and teachers can reachout to one another and
connect by sharing ideas, problems, and helpful tips. A teacher canassign and grade
work on Edmodo; students can get help from the entire class on Edmodo.It is a safe
environment. There is no bullying or inappropriate content, because the teachercan
see everything that is posted on Edmodo. Also parents can join the class to bring a
levelof transparency that is difficult to achieve without technology. All in all Edmodo is
a gratcompanion to just about any class."
EdPuzzle
Great teaching tool that allows teachers to import Youtube videos and add lessons or
additional content to the video
EduCreations
Teach anything to anyone from anywhere(Moodle type application)
Educreations is a unique interactive whiteboard and screencasting tool that's simple,
powerful, and fun to use. Annotate, animate, and narrate nearly any type of content as
you explain any concept.

EduPlanner
PlanbookEdu.com is an online lesson planner that makes it easy for teachers of all
grade levels to create, share and print their lesson plans
EMR
An EMR contains the standard medical and clinical data gathered in one provider's
office. Electronic health records (EHRs)
epic
Access to 15,000 books for kids, track progress, audio books, etc.
ESGI
ESGI is the simplest, easiest to use assessment platform for conducting one-on-one
assessments for emergent and non-readers.
Exploros
Exploros is a collaborative Learning Experience delivery platform that allows teachers
and students to access a growing collection of Learning Experiences. Teachers have an
interface with a dashboard for student progress, and students have the ability to
fakebook
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Site create fake Facebook profiles
FFA BookKeeping
FFA is not just for students who want to be production farmers; FFA also welcomes
members who aspire to careers as teachers, doctors, scientists, business owners and
more. For this reason, the name of the organization was updated in 1988 after a vote of
n
Finale
music notation software, lets you compose, arrange, notate, and print engraver-quality
sheet music

Flocabulary
Flocabulary is a library of songs, videos and activities for K-12 online learning. Hundreds
of thousands of teachers use Flocabulary's educational raps
FrontRowEd
Achieve student mastery
through time-saving, individualized Math and ELA resources
GIMP
This can be used to create custom graphics, manipulate pictures, and replace some of
the Photoshop features often used by students.

go noodle
GoNoodle turns movement into a game and makes it easy to be active, the kid
way—silly, energetic, playful, and fun. Just press play on hundreds of custom-created
videos and get kids running, jumping, dancing, stretching, and practicing moments of
mindfulness.
Google Cast For Education
Allows students to cast their screen to the teacher so there is no need for them to plug
their computer up to the projector to display their screen. It also allows the teacher to
project their screen to the students if one of them did not have a great vie
Health Care Science Tec book
Iinput
Hooda Math
Math games website
Instagrok
instaGrok is an innovative educational search engine that combines sophisticated
semantic technology with an interactive user interface to make learning more engaging,
personalized

iReady
Diagnostic & Instruction
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IXL
IXL is used throughout the county. Having the app in the Launcher will allow easy access
to this site for students.
Jelly Bean Scoop
Kids NewsWeb Site

Khan Academy
Purpose: Practice exercises, instructional videos, and a personalized learning dashboard
that empower learners to study at their own pace in and outside of the classroom
Kid Blog
Kids News, Blogging Website
knowledgeadventure
Knowledge Adventure has been making educational games for kids for over two
decades. Working with child experts, developmental psychologists and educators, it
produces games loved by parents and children alike.

Learn Zillion
LearnZillion is a learning platform that combines video lessons, assessments, and
progress reporting. Each lesson highlights a Common Core standard, starting with math
in grades 3-9.
Learning Ally Link
Write stories in screenplay format. Save stories in multiple formats.
Learning Earnings
In-classroom rewards tracking system. Students earn rewards points in the classroom
and redeem the points for school supplies, snacks, clothes, music, games, movie passes,
etc. Rewards are paid for by school

LearnZillion
LearnZillion’s open, cloud-based curriculum.
LucidPress
To produce a school newsletter

March2success.com
Test prep software
Math Slide
"Math Slide is a multiplayer game helping children understand tens and ones; numbers
up to 100. Players learn by sliding tiles into the center to match an answer, equation or
image. The player who slides their tiles first wins."
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"Math Slide is a multiplayer game helping children understand tens and ones; numbers
up to 100. Players learn by sliding tiles into the center to match an answer, equation or
image. The player who slides their tiles first wins."
MathType
equation editor for Windows and Macintosh
MBA - Ask Certifications

McGraw Hill ConnectEd
Offline storage/access of McGraw Hill Textbooks

McGraw-Hill K-12 ConnectED
This is the app associated with our new science textbooks. If the students don't have
access to this app then they will not be able to use their textbook offline. This app
downloads the e-book to the app. It does not take up any storage space on the Chrom
Microsoft IT Academy
Academic institutions and their educators, students and staff benefit from digital
curriculum and certifications for fundamental technology skills
Mitchell Repair
Mitchell 1 DIY, Provides Professional Repair, Estimator, Maintenance, TSB and Recall
information for Automotive enthusiasts
Mobymax
Find and fix learning gaps covering Common Core, NGSS, and State Standards.

morestarfall.com
Starfall has been teaching children to read with phonics for well over a decade. Our
systematic approach, in conjunction with audiovisual interactivity is perfect for
preschool, kindergarten, first grade, second grade, special education, homeschool, and
English language development (ELD, ELL, ESL). Starfall is an educational alternative to
other entertainment choices for children.
MOS
SPEED. Aegis MOS accelerates product preparation and launch, and creates a direct
path from CAD
Move It!
It will be used for brain breaks for my students.

MrMathBlog
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Provides extra help with math? Or do you want to get ahead of the curve? Maybe you
are a teacher and need to flip a lesson. Whatever the case, all of your math lessons are
here for free.the math class above, and find the lesson you're studying. The entire year
of each class is now online.
Music Notation Training
This can help students learn to read notes.
NCCER
Develops and publishes standardized construction and maintenance curricula, safety
programs, management education, industry image materials and cra

NewsELA
News Web Site
provides teachers, parents, and students with over 1,000 current event articles scaled
at five different Lexile reading comprehension levels
News-O-Matic
News-O-Matic is the daily newspaper for kids on iOS and Android

Observation 360
Edivate Observe is a comprehensive observation resource that helps administrators
create highly personalized professional development plans that effectively support
teacher growth.
Online Guitar Tuner
This is a tuner for students to tune their instrument.
OverDrive
Borrow eBooks, audiobooks, and more from your local public library - anywhere,
anytime. All you need is a library card.
Partworks for CNC
3D CAD Program

PBSKids
Webportal. It contains links to vidoes and games for PBS shows
Person Realize
Rich and engaging content, embedded assessment with instant data, and flexible
classroom management tools, Realize gives you the power to raise interest and
achievement for every student.
Phyicsclassroom
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The Physics Classroom is an online, free to use physics website developed primarily for
beginning physics students and their teachers. The website features a variety of
sections intended to support both teachers and students in the tasks of learning and
teaching physics.
Pixlr
To allow my students to edit photos and correct color, contrast, hue, tone, etc. It will
replace part of the iPhoto functions.
Planbook
Planbook makes it easy to plan lessons, link files to your plans, track curriculum
standards and post your plans and homework online.

Plickers
Students hold up cards to answer questions from teacher. Teacher uses camera on
mobile device to record answers from cards.
To enable screen reader support, press shortcut Ctrl+Alt+Z. To learn about keyboard
shortcuts, press shortcut Ctrl+slash.
PLTW-Cloud-Auto Desk Invent
Access to Autodesk
Polarr
This is a high-end photo manipulation software that will be used in Yearbook,
Marketing, and Graphic Design Classes. Since yearbook students will no longer have
access to Photoshop, they need a high end photo manipulation tool (and this one is
free)
popplet lite
Graphic organizer app for Ipad and web
Power My Learning
PowerMyLearning is a national non-profit driving student achievement through blended
learning, professional development, and family engagement. We partner with schools
serving low-income communities and provide professional development for educators
and family engagement services.
Powtoon EDU
Create Animated Videos and Presentations
Prezi
Purpose: Presentation software that uses motion, zoom, and spatial relationships to
bring your ideas to life and make you a great presenter
Create Presentations

Pro Guitar Tuner
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This is a tuner for students to tune their instrument.
Puffin Acdemy
Browswer for ipad to run flash.

Pyware 3D
drill design software worldwide for bands
quest garden
QuestGarden is an online authoring tool and hosting service for the creation and
sharing of WebQuests
Quia
Instructional application for all subjects. Requested by Polly Parrish at the WINGS
facility. Talk to Curt for more info if needed.

Quizlet
Interactive games, study modes and practice tests make learning fun and effective.
Read&Write for Google Chro
Support dyslexic and ESL students
Read&Write Google
Audio/Visual support for text in Chrome for ELL or Sped students.

Readomg A-Z
leveled readers, lesson plans, worksheets and assessments to teach guided reading,
reading proficiency
readworks.org
provides research-based units, lessons, and authentic, leveled non-fiction and literary
passages directly to educators online
Renaissance Learning
Renaissance Learning offers educational software and technology to improve student
learning in math or reading
RocketScan
Free/reduced meal applications scanned or submitted via the internet
ROTC Certification
Renaissance Learning offers educational software and technology to improve student
learning in math or reading
Scantron (Global Scholar)
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he new Global Scholar Online Courses can help you get abroad and return to use your
international learning to help you make a difference... for your education, your career
and your future.
Scholastic
Scholastic, the largest children’s book publisher, promotes literacy with books for kids
of all ages and reading levels.
Scholastic: Core Clicks
Core Clicks is the yearlong digital reading program from the creators of Scholastic News
and Weekly Reader. Designed for grades K–5, Core Clicks combines highly engaging
nonfiction with powerful interactive instruction to build close-reading skills. Through
multiple encounters with each incredible text, your students will develop the nonfiction
reading skills required by Common Core and other higher academic standards.
ScootPad
Complete Common Core Up K-8 for Math and ELA

Scratch
Create stories, games, and animationsShare with others around the world
Scrwalar
Cloud based word processing. Allows writing to text.
Serve Safe
Find the best foodl safety training program in the industry with ServSafe® from the
National Restaurant Association
Share to Classroom
This will allow teachers to push a website directly to students within the Google
Classroom. It is seamless and will save teachers and students time.
show me
Online curriculum for Pre K and Kindergarten
Sibelius
Create beautiful, captivating scores more quickly than ever before with the world's best
selling notation software.
SmartMusic
music learning software for educators and students for practicing and tracking student
progress
smore
Online newsletter deisgn and hosting

Soar to Success
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intensive reading intervention program that uses quality literature, proven strategies,
and powerful graphic organizers to accelerate reading growth. The program offers fastpaced lessons, consistent routines, and a focus on foundational skills and reading
strategies through a balance of fiction and nonfiction trade books each week.
Socrative
Socrative is your classroom app for fun, effective classroom engagement. No matter
where or how you teach, Socrative allows you to instantly connect with students as
learning happen
Socrative is a cloud-based student response system. It allows teachers to create simple
quizzes that students can take quickly on laptops – or, more often, via classroom tablet
computers or their own smartphones.
Softdocs
Content management, eforms, workflow
Solidworks Curriculum
"The complete CAD teaching tool. Featuring software plus a full curriculum and
interactive courseware, SOLIDWORKS® Education Edition is your all-inclusive resource
for teaching 3D mechanical CAD, design validation, and data management. "
Songtive Web tuner
This is a tuner that students can use to tune their instrument.
SpeakIt!
Reads on screen text to user. Helpful for struggling readers.
Speechnotes
Supports dyslexic students

Splash Math
For students to practice Math
Stackup
Logs time reading online. Teachers can create challenges and students log minutes
reading certain types of articles, stories, etc.
Starfall
Starfall is a children's website that teaches basic English reading and writing skills.

storia
Storia offers both school-wide and classroom subscriptions to eBook libraries, with
unlimited and simultaneous access from most devices with an internet connection.
Stride Academy
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cross-platform adaptive learning solution for PreK - High School that quickly accelerates
learning with engaging curriculum engineered to match the depth and rigor of higher
learning standards.
Studies Weekly
Social studies textbook?
Success Net
Your Personalized Path to Classroom Success
Sumdog
Games that make learning fun

Symantec
Antivirus for Windows based machines
Synergyse
This is a great tutorial tool for the Google Apps that will be very helpful for teachers.
Synergyse Trainer
A/V tutorials for Google App tools
Teaching Strategies
Teaching Strategies is a dynamic early childhood education company that provides the
most innovative and effective curriculum, assessment, professional development, and
family connection resources to programs serving children from birth through
kindergarten
Teachtown
Software for students with developmental disabliites such as autisim.
Tech4Learning
Not a piece of software. It's a company that sells many different software titles. Can't
go any farther without specific sofware titles.

Ten Marks
TenMarks Education, Inc. provides personalized online math practice and enrichment
programs for first through twelfth graders using a structured approach of practice, ondemand hints, video lessons and real-time results
Think Centeral
ThinkCentral is the Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH) Web site that allows you to access
digital materials associated with one or more HMH programs

TI SmartView
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Emulator Software for the TI-84 Plus
Today's Class
Today's Class is an online interactive learning system for the modern classroom.
Instructors are able to enroll students in a variety of online courses in which quizzes and
final tests are automatically graded and reports can be automatically generated

Tour Builder
Put your story on the map
Triump Learning
Provides research-based, print and digital solutions for instruction, intervention, and
test success,

Tumblebooks
ebooks for kids
turin.com
Website for correcting student written work. Also detects plagerisum
Tutpup
Online reading log for students. Kids move up levels and earn special badges and
rewards as they read. Teachers and parents can view the logs
Tween Tribune
New From Smithsonian - lesson plans, assign stories to students, track quizzes and
writign assignments.
Tween Tribune
Join more than 200,000 registered teachers who are already putting these free
Smithsonian Teacher tools to use in their classrooms.
Tynker
Coding for kids
Tynker is a creative computing platform where millions of kids have learned to program
and build games, Minecraft mods, apps and more. Tynker offers self-paced online
courses for children to learn coding at home, as well as an engaging programming
curriculum for schools.
Typing School
Computer Essentials Typing
TypingClub
Typing software
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TypingWeb
Typing software
Virtual Box
VirtualBox is a general-purpose full virtualizer for x86 hardware, targeted at server,
desktop and embedded use.

voki
Voki is an educational tool that allows users to create their very own talking character.
Weather Bug
WeatherBug has current and extended local and national weather forecasts, news,
temperature, live radar, lightning, hurricane alerts and more.
WeVideo
Create Video. Like iMoves

This is a video editing software that will replace iMovie (kind of)
Whitebox - Cloud
WhiteBox Learning is a complete Standards-Based STEM Learning System for
Engineering, Science, and Technology Education classrooms, grades 6-12
Wirters Benchmark
Enable students to write diverse types of prose and provide written responses to text.

Build writing skills across the 3 key text types identified by the Common Core and other
state standards: Informational, Narrative, and Opinion/Argument.
Wonderopolis
A place where natural curiosity and imagination lead to exploration and discovery in
learners of all ages. Each day, we pose an intriguing question—the Wonder of the
Day®—and explore it in a variety of ways.
xtra Math
XtraMath is a free web program that teaches addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division facts which are critical to success in mathematics. Speed and accuracy are both
important to fluency, and XtraMath will help kids build up both.
Zaption
Turn online videos into interactive learning experiences that engage students and
deepen understanding.
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